CC-NIE PI Meeting

Campus CI Plan Session
Campus CI Plan Requirement

- All proposals into the CC*IIE program must include a Campus Cyberinfrastructure plan within which the proposed network infrastructure improvements are conceived, designed, and implemented in the context of a coherent campus-wide strategy and approach to Cyberinfrastructure (CI) that is integrated horizontally intra-campus and vertically with regional and national CI investments and best practices.
Panelists

- Charles Chambers – U of Houston
- Mark Gardner – Virginia Tech

Main Topic: What impact the CI plan has had on strategic planning at the campus level, including providing support for research
Question #1

- The CC-NIE/CC*IIE solicitation inserts some specific requirements for the campus CI Plan. Are they consistent with your plans - helpful in driving your planning? or are they confusing and awful 😊
  - “sustainability of proposed work...”
  - IPv6
  - InCommon Federation
Other Questions

- Is this a living document (why or why not)?
- Was there a campus CI plan pre-existing, or was this created just for your CC-NIE proposal?
- Do you see value in sharing campus CI plans across the community – is it helpful to have a set of plans available as reference (as some are now thanks to Esnet hosting content)